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DIGEST:

1. Agency may procure teleprocessing
services for existing training system
and second generation system in single
procurement, since technical require-
ments of both systems are currently
known, substantially similar and
adequately described in RFP.

2. Benchmark used in cost comparison
is not subject to objection by GAO,
since (1) it reasonably tests offeror's
capability to provide types of com-
puting resources required, (2) cost
comparison aspect of benchmark was
based on agency's then best estimate
of representative workload, and
(3) agency reports that RFP will be
amended before best and final offers
to reflect now current representative
workload if more than one vendor is
in competition at that time.

United Computing Systems, Inc. (USC), protests
against any award under request for proposals (RFP) C OOZ2
No. DABT19-80-R-0030 issued by the Army for certainft-
teleprocessing support services in connection with
operating the existing Computer-Assisted Map Maneuver

->System (CAMMS I) and its second generation called
N-5CAMMS II.

CAMMS is a war game for ground forces designed
to simulate command communications in a tactical
situation. UCS, the incumbent contractor, essen-
tially contends that the RFP is improperly struc-
tured, since it calls for support of CAMMS I and
CAMMS II, but, at present, only CAMMS I can be
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fully described and properly benchmarked. In response,
the Army reports that a single procurement for support
of both systems is justified, because (1) CAMMS I and
CAMMS II both require the same technical capabilities
as outlined in the RFP and (2) a single benchmark can
be used to provide an adequate basis of cost compar-
ison. We conclude that (1) the CAMMS II requirement
is adequately defined and properly reflected in the
RFP, (2) it is not improper to structure the RFP for
procuring services for both systems even though they
are in different stages of realization, and (3) UCS
has not provided a basis for our Office to object to
the RFP's cost evaluation scheme (including the
benchmark).

UCS states that the central issue of the protest
is the propriety of acquiring, in a single procurement,
support for multiple systems in different stages of
realization. The parties are agreed that the instant
solicitation involves, at a minimum, the procurement
of operational support for CAMMS I and development
and operational support for a successor system called
CAMMS II. In UCS's view, the legal issues arising
from this combination of various requirements in a
single procurement generally fall into two categories--
defects relating to the specification and evaluation
of technical requirements and defects relating to
the price evaluation (including the benchmark).

UCS argues that the Army cannot know whether the
technical requirements of the solicitation are neces-
sary or even whether they are exhaustive, since, until
CAMMS II becomes operational (or a more developed
system than it currently is), the Army cannot know
whether it is buying too much or too little.

Moreover, current designs reveal to UCS that
CAMMS II will have eight features which are not a
part of CAMMS I, for example: medical aid, combat
support, and electronic warfare. UCS concludes that
CAMMS II will be quite different from CAMMS I with
the result that the mix of computing resources could
be different; however, the aggregate impact of the
changes in mix cannot be determined until after a
substantial portion of the programming is complete.
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In UCS's view, this unstable environment has one
certain effect--there is very low probability that
the mix of resources needed to service CAMMS II will
be similar to the mix of resources historically used
by CAMMS I. Here, UCS notes that only CAMMS I pro-
grams are being benchmarked and. form the basis of
cost evaluation. UCS contends that a benchmark is
only useful if it correctly mirrors the proportionate
mix of computer resources at the expected level of
use; if it does not, then costs determined using the
benchmark will be uninformative and an award decision
based on an incorrect benchmark may be erroneous, but
it certainly would be irrational.

UCS concludes that, since benchmarks are generally
run once and then the resultant data are multiplied by
a very large factor to extrapolate system life, a small
variance between the benchmark and the production
environment is compounded into a large difference over
the contract life; thus, the benchmark of CAMMS I pro-
grams cannot predict CAMMS II costs with any degree
of confidence at all.

UCS also contends that the Army is in violation
of the requirement that the procurement be limited
to the appropriate "systems life." UCS relies upon
the following definition of this term:

"Systems life. The period of time
established by the user which begins with
initiation of teleprocessing services for
a given application system and is
predicted to end when the need for com-
mercial teleprocessing services to support
such application systems will terminate.
Systems life is established by the Govern-
ment on the basis of its requirements * * *
(Cost evaluation for required services
is done on a system's life basis.)."

UCS argues that the violation here is twofold: (1) the
contract ends well after "the need for commercial tele-
processing services to support [given application]
systems will terminate," in that it goes beyond the
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system life of CAMMS I, and (2) the contract commences
before the "initiation of services for a given applica-
tion system," in that it begins before the beginning
of a need to service CAMMS II.

UCS further contends that the benchmark violates
sound procurement policy, since, in its view, the bench-
mark is not representative of the actual workload
expected under CAMMS I or CAMMS II.

At the outset, the Army states that, while UCS's
protest against alleged defects in the solicitation
is timely under our Bid Protest Procedures,v4 C.F.R.
part 20 (1980), because it was filed here prior to
the closing time for receipt of initial proposals,
we should reject it. The Army argues that the protest
was filed here only a few working hours before the
closing time whereas UCS had adequate opportunity to
make a written request to the contracting officer for
any required explanations. The Army concludes that
the tardy protest was meant to be a delaying tactic
by the incumbent to forestall the date it would be
called upon to compete for the follow-on requirement.
In the Army's view, UCS's protest is untimely and
deficient, because UCS did not follow the RFP's
instructions to raise questions with the contracting
agency in writing in sufficient time to be considered
by the contracting officer and, if necessary, to
modify the RFP in sufficient time to be considered
by all offerors; otherwise, incumbents could use our
Procedures to interfere with and delay the procurement
process.

Section 20.2(b)(1) of our Bid Protest Procedures
provides that, in order to be considered timely, pro-
tests against alleged RFP improprieties must be filed
prior to the closing date for receipt of initial pro-
posals. As the Army recognizes, UCS satisfied this
requirement. We have no requirement that protests
against alleged solicitation improprieties be filed
initially with the contracting agency before they are
filed here--this is so even when the protester had
the time to seek resolution of its protest with the
agency before filing here. Thus, UCS's protest is
timely and will be considered on the merits.
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In response to the merits of UCS's protest, the
Army reports that (1) the functions of CAMMS II are
known and stated in the RFP and (2) differences between
CAMMS I and CAMMS II did not have a substantial effect
on the Army's benchmarking or cost comparision and
evaluation. The Army reports that CAMMS II may use
a different mix of computing resources, because one
component (central processing unit (CPU) usage) is
expected to double when CAMMS II is operational, but
the other components should remain in the same ratio.

The Army states that, although the estimate for
CPU usage when CAMMS II becomes operational is double
what it was in the RFP, UCS was not harmed in the
cost evaluation formula by the change in the estimate.
In that regard, in preparing its final submission,
the Army analyzed the Hawaiian benchmark data, which
reflected that UCS's cost was higher than the only ULOt
firm now in the competition, General Electric Infor-
mation Services Company. Further, the Army concludes
that the Government's interests will not be harmed,
because the contracting officer will require con-
firmation of the benchmark results when CAMMS II is
operational.

Regarding UCS's systems life contention, the Army
notes that, by the definition, the Government estab-
lishes the systems' life based on its requirements;
here, the need was determined to be for both CAMMS I
and CAMMS II and that determination was approved by hilt
the Army Training and Doctrine Command and the Generalnes
Services Administration. Regarding UCS's benchmark
contention, the Army states that it was designed to
be representative of the bulk of the expected workload.

Lastly, the Army points out that its estimated
costs associated with this procurement are more than
$110,000, indicating that it is in the Government's
best interests to satisfy this requirement in one
procurement, if possible.

To address the essence of UCS's protest, we must
consider these two questions: (1) does the Army know
enough about its CAMMS II requirements to adequately
describe them and is that description reflected in
the RFP, and (2) does the Army know enough about
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CAMMS II to reasonably estimate the mix of computing
resources required to operate CAMMS II compared to
the mix of resources required for CAMMS I so that
the RFP's cost evaluation (including the benchmark)
will be meaningful? We consider these two questions
relative to this standard of review: an agency's
determination of its minimum needs and the procure-
ment method or approach necessary to result in the
successful fulfillment of those needs will not be
disturbed by our Office absent a clear and convincing
showing by the protester that the determinatip n is
not reasonably based. See Informatics,, Inc.,/ B-190203,
March 20, 1978, 78-1 CPD 215, aff'd,v57 Comp. Gen. 615
(1978), 78-2 CPD 84; Memorex Corporationj/B-187497,
March 14, 1977, 77-1 CPD 187.

(With regard to the first question, the Army's
submissions have convinced us that CAMMS II is essen-
tially a substantially similar extension of CAMMS I
and that the RFP has adequately described both systems'
requirements. Our conclusion is based on the Army's
explanation that both systems (a) are multiple level
file-based or data-based, (b) simulate weapon systems,
movement rates, and logistics, (c) require four or
more terminals, and (d) provide a commander with a
realistic method for evaluating the training require-
ments of his command. The Army explains that the
differences between both systems is in the amount
of information processed, the number of functions to
be simulated, the size of the data base, and the time
at which the report is printed. The Army has demon-
strated to our satisfaction that the CAMMS II system
is sufficiently designed so that its technical
requirements can be adequately described. Since
CAMMS I's technical requirements were adequately
set forth in the RFP and since CAMMS II's technical
requirements are essentially the same as CAMMS I's,
we must conclude that the RFP adequately described
both systems' requirements.)

w(ith regard to the second question, we must
conclude that the Army initially had a reasonable
basis for its estimate of the quantity and mix of
computing resources required to operate CAMMS I
and CAMMS II. The Army's estimates for CAMMS I
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are not challenged and it initially estimated that
the same mix of resources would be required for
CAMMS II. We recognize that the Army now has more
refined information, which provides the basis for its
conclusion that CAMMS II CPU usage will range from
.5 to 3 times CAMMS I CPU usage and CAMMS II Input/
Output (I/O) utilization--defined as the number of
characters transmitted between the terminal and the
computer in either direction--will range from .75 to
1.25 times CAMMS I I/O utilization; the most probable
CAMMS II usages will be 2.0 and 1.0, respectively,
times CAMMS I usage. While the latest Army estimate
differs from the initial estimate of 1.0 for both
usages, the Army has demonstrated that its current
estimate is reasonable.

To explain its current estimates, the Army refers
to the information, which follows:

"Relationship Between CAMMS I and CAMMS II

CAMMS I CAMMS II

Expected Potential Range*

CPU lx 2x (.5x - 3x)
I/O lx lx (.75x - 1.25x)
Other lx lx

NOTE: x is equal to the average resources used during
the benchmark.

* dependent upon the intensity of play and the
level of the-exercise."

The Army explains that relative CPU usage will increase
in CAMMS II operation because of the increased data
base size, the number of functions simulated, and
waiting time associated with concurrent attempts to
access the same data. The Army also explains that I/O
usage is expected to remain about constant, since the
increase due to CAMMS II requirements for additional
reports is expected to be offset by more concise and
more directly informative reports than provided with
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CAMMS I. The Army further explains that the "other"
costs--connect time and data storage--will not differ,
since CAMMS II's larger data base will be more tailored
than CAMMS I's, which contained much unnecessary data.

(After reviewing the Army's presentation and UCS's
reply, we must conclude that, while UCS has disagreed
with the Army's determination, UCS has not demonstrated
that it is unreasonable. Thus, we have no basis to
object to the structure of the RFP in calling for
support for both systems even though both are in dif-
ferent stages of realization. Further, the protester
has not demonstrated a basis for our Office to object
to the benchmark or cost evaluation scheme employing
the current best Government estimate of its needs.
The Army reports that it will amend the RFP to reflect
the latest estimate if more than one vendor is in the
competition at the point where best and final offers
would be requested.)

Finally, we note that the Army states that when
CAMMS II is operational, it will perform a test to
ascertain whether the benchmark results of this pro-
curement are confirmed by the actual implemented CAMMS
II design. If the results are not confirmed, then the
Army will consider a new procurement for operation of
CAMMS II. This procedure should provide added protec-
tion for the Government. See Information International,
Inc., B-191013, B'-191013.2, August 8, 1980, 80-2 CPD 100
(there we made a recommendation similar to the safeguard
proposed here by the Army).

In its comments dated November 21, 1980, UCS
raises an additional basis of protest--based on docu- -2L

ments it received on November 17, 1980--that the Com-CAJL 
puter Sciences Corporation (CSC) received clarification
of RFP requirements and other vendors were not so
notified. We consider this aspect of UCS's protest
to be academic because CSC is not in the competition
so that any advantage it might have gained from the
clarification is meaningless.
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Accordingly, UCS's protest against the structure
of the RFP with respect to the issues discussed above
is denied.)

For ThN Comptroller ejeral
of the United States




